
 

EDUCATIONAL VISITS  WOW FACTOR! SUPPORTING YOUR CHILD’S HOME LEARNING 
 To visit the Cinemas 
 To visit London Zoo 

WOW FACTOR  
 3H assembly 
 Family tree homework project 

Book bags need to be brought to school every day. Your child will change their books throughout the week. Home Learning will focus on: 
 Reading every day to an adult and make a comment in their reading record books  
 Practicing spellings with an adult each week 
 Literacy and Numeracy activities, usually practical, every 2 weeks  
 PE bags to be brought in and left for the half-term. Water bottles should be brought in on a daily basis 

Year 3  This half term our topic is Living Together     

ENGLISH MATHS 

Understanding English, communication and languages 
To be able to: 

 To identify the features of a story 
 To role-play a story 
 To describe  a character using powerful vocabulary 
 To describe  a setting using powerful vocabulary 
 To identify the features of a shape poem 
 To use similes and metaphors 
 To write a shape poem 
 To identify the features of a letter 
 To look at informal language 
 To identify persuasive techniques 
 To write an informal letter 

 

Mathematical understanding 
To be able to:  

 To measure and compare mass 
 To add and subtract mass 
 To estimate time to the nearest minute 
 To tell and write the time on an analogue clock 
 To spot right angles 
 To add and subtract three digit numbers and ones, tens and hundreds in my head 
 To solve number and word problems 
 To recall multiplication for the 3, 4 and 8 times tables 

SCIENCE COMPUTING HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY ART/DESIGN TECHNOLOGY 
Scientific and technological understanding 

Blocked from Autumn 1 
ICT opportunities 
To be able to:  
 To develop a basic understanding of how 

email works 
 To gain skills in using email 
 To be aware of broader issues surrounding 

email, including ‘netiquette’ and e-safety 
 To work collaboratively with a remote 

partner 
To experience video conferencing 

Historical, geographical and social understanding 

 To use maps to identify where we live 
 To use maps to plan a walk around the school 
 To create a map of their local area 
 To identify jobs within the local area 
 To identify jobs within the local area 
 To compare the past versus the present (Ex: 

toys of the past with now) 
 

 

 Understanding the arts (Art and Design Technology) 

 To be able to use art as a means of self 
expression 

 To be able to choose materials and 
techniques which are appropriate for their 
task 

 To be able to explain their own work in terms 
of what they have done and why 

 To be able to talk about works of art, giving 
reasons for their opinions 

 To design a family tree 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION HOMEWORK PROJECT MUSIC  RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
Understanding physical development, health and    wellbeing 

Body management 
 To practise a range of body management skills. 
 To do a  single bounce skips with rope x5 
 To create a dish with one leg out at a time. 
 To do a half lever 
 To move towards japana (splits).  
Floor Exercises 
 To build up a sequence of floor skills: forward roll, three travelling steps,  
½ jump turn, backwards roll, front support and press up, turn through side 
support, shoulder stand, roll to stand, pivot and cartwheel. 
Vault Exercises 
 To approach the springboard, take off, flight onto apparatus.  
 To travel along apparatus, take off, with a stretched or tucked shape in 

the air and land correctly. 
Real P.E 
 To develop skills for agility, balance and coordination 

 To create a family tree in a variety of 
mediums: 

o Poster 
o Photos 
o Information 
o Pictures 
o Booklet 
o Report 
o 3D tree 
  
 To be able to gather information from simple 

resources 
 To understand that the past can be 

considered in terms of different time periods 
 To understand that the past has been 

recorded in a variety of different ways 

 Understand that a composition is when a 
composer writes down and records a musical 
idea. 

 Play and perform in solo or ensemble contexts 
with confidence 

 Begin to listen to and recall sounds with 
increasing aural memory 

 

 To know about the local parish church 
 To know how the local parish fits into the 

community 
 To know that advent is a time for 

preparation 
 To know how Christmas is celebrated 

around the world 
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